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ABSTRACT
At present, CuInSe2 (referred to as CIS) semiconductor has become one of the hot points in solar cell field at home and
abroad for its excellent performances, such as direct bandgap, high light absorption coefficient, high photoelectric conversion efficiency and long-term stability. In this paper, the CIS bulk materials are prepared by the horizontal Bridgman
method with double-heat sources, the crystal structure, microstructure morphology and composition of the samples are
analyzed in X-ray diffraction instrument (XRD) and scanning electronic microscope (SEM) with Energy Dispersive
X-ray Spectrum (EDX), and surface electrical state and electrical properties of the samples are characterized in X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and four point resistivity test system. The results show that the CIS crystal was
grown, and that the conductive performance of the samples is good which display the characteristics of p-type semiconductor. Furthermore, a thin film CIS sample was obtained by argon ion-beam scanning bombardment, and it has
high solar energy absorptivity and the bandgap of 0.99 eV analyzed in Ultraviolet-visible Spectrum that is suitable for
solar cell.
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1. Introduction
The solar energy has become the focus of new energy
and renewable energy development because of its cleanness and security features. At present, photovoltaic power
generation materials applied in solar cells include the
following: simple substance materials such as silicon,
polysilicon, amorphous silicon, and compounds such as
GaAs, CdS, CuInSe2 and so on [1,2]. However, the corresponding photovoltaic products have various problems
such as cost, pollution, mass production, efficiency etc
when used for solar energy conversion devices. For example, Ga, As and Cd elements are toxic and very expensive. In addition, some organic materials [3,4] are
low-cost, flexible, easy to be machined as solar cell, but
the lifetime of organic cells is very short. The CIS is a
direct bandgap semiconductor with chalcopyrite structure
at room temperature, and has high absorption rate of
sunlight and collection of minority carriers, and then the
CIS thin film has strong anti-radiation capacity, low cost,
good thermal stability [5], so that it is regarded as the one
of the most promising solar cell materials [6]. Although
the preparation techniques of CIS thin film have many,
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

including the vacuum evaporation method, the molecular
beam epitaxy, the magnetron sputtering method, the
spray pyrolysis method, the screen printing method, the
electrodeposition method and so on, the speed of the
methods is slow and the cost is very high [7-9]. Therefore, CIS materials used for high efficient solar cell are
prepared with batch-growth and low-cost horizontal
Bridgman method in this paper, and their microstructure
and optoelectronic properties are analyzed [10] in order
to provide actual and significant data for the preparation
of the solar cells with high efficiency and low cost.

2. Experiments
By using a horizontal Bridgman method with two temperature zones (referred to 2T-HB), the mixture of Cu and
In powder at the standard stoichiometric ratio of 12 g and
Se powder of 1.5 g are tiled on both ends of the high and
low temperature zones of the quartz tube respectively,
and the quartz tube is welded hermetically when evacuated to 5 × 10–4 Pa. The high temperature zone is heated
to about 1370 K (1050˚C) to melt the mixture, and the
low-temperature region is heated to a temperature correJCPT
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sponding with the desired resultant pressure of 67 Pa 1.013 × 105 Pa. After it is kept for 12 hours, the quartz
tube is dragged horizontally to the low temperature zone
in the speed of 5 mm/h. Thus, the samples are obtained
after cooled to room temperature, and the resultant pressures growing Sample 1 and Sample 2 are 260 Pa and
280 Pa separately [11].

3. Characterizations and Analysis
3.1. Phase Analysis
The XRD pattern of Sample 1 is shown in Figure 1,
there are three phases in Sample 1, which are CuSe,
CuSe2O5 and CIS crystals respectively, and the unmarked
peaks in the pattern belong to the peaks of Se crystal that
account for superfluous Se is diffused into sample1. And
there are two phases in XRD pattern of Sample 2 (shown
in Figure 2), which are CuSe2 and CIS crystals respectively.

Figure 1. XRD pattern of Sample 1.
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3.2. Surface Morphology and Elemental
Distribution Analysis
3.2.1. The SEM Characterization of Sample 1
Figure 3 is the SEM micrographs of Sample 1 in LEO1450-SEM. In Figure 3(a), some spherical objects marked
as B are distributed in uniform and close substrate region
marked as A, and the diameter of the Bs ranges from 5
μm to 10 μm. In Figure 3(b), the grains of region A are
well-proportioned and neat-ranged, and region A has
darker smoothing matrix phase marked as C and lighter
color round particles marked D, and then the Bs are
gathered and stacked by some large grains than C.
From the EDX spectrum of the B in Sample 1, the
analysis results show that the components of the B only
contain Cu and Se, no In, and the atomic ratio of Cu and
Se is about 1:1. Combined with the above XRD results,
the B can be determined as CuSe phase. Similarly, that
grain C contains Cu, In, Se elements can be found at an
atomic ratio of about 1:1:2, and the matrix phase C is the
atomic ratio of 2.14:4.28:1, and D is the mixture of
CuSe2O5 with CIS phase.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2 XRD patterns of Sample 2.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 3. The SEM micrographs of Sample 1 (a) Overall
micrograph at 2000 times; (b) Magnification micrograph of
B at 6000 times.
JCPT
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3.2.2. The SEM Characterization of Sample 2
Figure 4 is the SEM micrographs of Sample 2. The uniform matrix is labeled as E, in which some triangle
grains (labeled as F) of 3 μm - 10 μm are irregularly distributed. By analyzing EDX, the matrix E contains Cu, In,
Se elements at the atomic ratio of 1.13:1:3.69, and is
known as selenium-rich CIS phase, and then the triangular particle F has two elements Cu and Se at the atomic
ratio of about 1:2 which is CuSe2 phase.
Comparing the results of the two Samples, it turns out
that the morphology uniformity of Sample 2 is better
than that of Sample 1, and both the spherical objects
CuSe phase in Sample 1 and the triangular particles
CuSe2 in Sample 2 make the surface uneven, and then
CuSe2O5 phase in Sample1 shows that Sample 1 is
weakly oxidized.

3.3. XPS Analysis of the Samples
By using an AXIS-165-type XPS of Japan, overall XPS
spectra of Sample 1 in 0 eV - 1000 eV is gotten in Figure 5. In which, the characteristic peaks of Cu element
can be seen in 920 eV - 960 eV, In element in 440 eV 456 eV, and Se element in 44 eV - 60 eV and O element

in 520 eV - 536 eV, and then C element is in 272 eV 292 eV which may be the reasons of carbon pollution in
the process and the surface pollution exposed to the air.
Furthermore, the percentages of the elements contained
in the test point can be got as Cu2p 0.98%, In3d 2.09%,
Se3d 10.40%, O1s 2.23% and C1s 84.30%.
Similarly the percentage of the elements in Sample 2
can be obtained as Cu2p 6.8%, In3d 11.31%, Se3d
11.77%, O1s 22.95% and C1s 47.17%. By comparison,
Sample 1 has a deeper selenation level, which is probably because the CuSe phase in Sample 1 has a more loose
structure than CuSe2 phase in Sample 2 so that it can
promote the diffusion of Se in the selenizing process.

3.4. The Electrical Properties of CIS
The resistivity of the block of Sample 1 cut into a thickness d of 1.16 mm is measured by four-probe method.
On the reverse side of the sample, let the straight line
connected by the four-point probes be parallel to the
boundary of Sample 1 with a distance L of 1.48 mm, and
the correction coefficient from the experiment manual is
looked up, and then the relation of current and voltage is
measured so as to calculate the resistivity. The average
resistivity ρ of the different points of Sample 1 is 55.72
Ω·mm. Similarly, Sample 2 is sliced into a bulk, and the
average resistivity of the points is 11.58 Ω·mm.
It turns out that the resistivity of Sample 2 is much
smaller than that of sample1. Combined with the previous results, the semiconductor Se, CuSe and CuSe2O5
[12], and metal CuSe2 [13] is just right the reason that the
resistivity of Sample 2 is smaller.

3.5 The Optical Performance of CIS

Figure 4. SEM photograph of the Sample 2.

Figure 5. The XPS spectrum of sample1 in binding energy
range of 0 - 1000 eV.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Owing to influence of Se [12] and C on optical performance, the thin film of Sample 2 with a thickness of 1.5
μm is formed by being scanningly bombarded with Ar
ion beams, and the absorptivity of the thin film in wavelength range of 200 nm - 2500 nm is measured with Cary
5000 Ultraviolet and Visible Spectroscopy (UV-Vis), and
CIS films in the visible band (390 nm - 770 nm) show
extremely good absorption, and the absorptivity at 339
nm reaches 0.93, and then the relation curve between the
absorption coefficient α and the photon energy hγ of the
CIS film is calculated.
By using the direct bandgap transition equation that
CIS film satisfied, which is the relationship between absorption coefficient and the photon energy
2
2
 h   h  Eg , the relation curve  h  ~ h  can
be drawn in Figure 6. In theory, there should be a
straight line, which intercept on the h horizontal ordinate is the optical bandgap of the film and is about 0.99
eV, and matches the optical bandgap that is about 0.89
eV to 1.02 eV with the sunlight reported in the literature.
JCPT
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4. Conclusions
After characterizing and analyzing performance of two
samples, the conclusions are reached as follows.
1) There are three phases in Sample 1 which are CuSe,
CuSe2O5, and CIS, and there are two phases in Sample 2
which are CuSe2 and CIS. The CuSe and CuSe2O5 of
Sample 1 are formed due to low pressure, and the CuSe2
of Sample 2 is brought out by the high pressure, so the
pressure to prepare CIS should be in the middle.
2) The average resistivity of Sample 2 measured by the
four-probe method is smaller, which is led to by CuSe2.
3) The as-prepared CIS thin film has a high light absorptivity in the visible band, and has relatively approximate bandgap to the optimum value of the photovoltaic conversion. Therefore CIS is very suitable for a
high efficient solar cell.
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